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Greetings!

Now that February is over we enter into the month of March going into
retrograde with Mercury from the 2nd until the 25th of March. 
>> Learn more on retrogrades and their upcoming retrograde dates.

I enjoy writing this newsletter each month to you all, and subscriptions have
grown to the masses. I will be offering even more to come as the year
progresses. As promised, future issues also will be offered in Spanish by a
new addition to my staff, the talented Ms.Ivette from Venuzela! (More will on
Ivette in our next months issue!) Don't forget to take a look at the fun quizzes
(for you to learn from) and send in your questions to be featured in April! 

Brightest Blessings & Warmest Wishes,
Mona Magick
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The Work Place: Project Psychic Grounds (Part 1 of 2)

One would think that life revolves around the home, love,
recreation and so forth, but the truth is that much of the
worlds population would agree that the workplace is the
larger core of their lives. With many people spending a
greater part of their lives at the workplace it's wise to
mention that the work place may serve as either a source

of progression in many ways or as a psychic war zone for draining you of
your potential overall!

As with any relationship or surrounding, an energy field is formed. This
energy field may radiate the appearance of being very negative, and volatile
or charged with positive energy. Because most of us spend an incredible
amount of time in the work place, it's good not to carry certain energies
around such “Bringing work home”. Furthermore it's also important that even
at work you learn to work with the energies that be, and use them effectively
to your advantage in creating a better work environment. There's no need to
suffer at work with hard to deal with colleagues…like anyone or thing in
nature,

"The Psychic
Workout"

You know the drill…
anytime people are told that
you've the slightest gift of

being a
psychic,
they ask
you to give
them the
winning

lottery numbers. But the
fact remains is that as we
have great athletes that are
able to receive perfect
scores in the Olympics yet
not be perfect at every
sport. The same is
applicable here. Even more,
why is it that everyone can
accept a medical physician
being the best in their given
field (but not others) but a
psychic must be in simple
terms a GENIE??!!!! We all
have to work at our
personal best. For some it's
easier than others however,
the fact remains that to be
the best in any medium of
the paranormal you must
devote at least the effort.

In the seriousness of what
one may attain in lieu of the
dedication of psychic
development there are
lighter moments in time
where you don't have to
worry about the
retrogrades, worry about
your ritual check list and so
on.,, Neo (from the movie,
Matrix) was told in the
simplest terms.. “There is
NO Spoon…” You must let
go and release your
inhibitions in order to
increase your aptitude of



The next time you go to work think about the energy you keep around you…
considering the following psychic energy boosters:

POWER WEAR - YOUR ATTIRE

Wool: Nurturing when soft, but formal and protective when stiff
Silk: Protective fabric shielding energy
Rayon, orlon, nylon & polyester or all man made fabrics: Lacking in
psychic energy
Velvets, chiffons, sheer fabrics: Sensuality, mixed messages
Prints & Patterns: Acting as a shield of protection

COLOURS: See my reference in colours here >>

TEAM BUILDING:

Sign Element Quality How they work...
Aries
3/21-4/19

Fire Cardinal Loves challenges, gets things done

Taurus
4/20-5/20

Earth Fixed Quality, eye on design

Gemini
5/21-6/21

Air Mutable Shares information, enjoys learning

Cancer
6/22-7/22

Water Cardinal Takes business personally

Leo
7/23-8/22

Fire Fixed Enjoys the spotlight, a leader

Virgo
8/23-9/22

Earth Mutable Problem solver, resourceful

Libra
9/23-10/23

Air Cardinal Resolves conflict

Scorpio
10/24-11/21

Water Fixed Very creative and passionate

Sagittarius
11/22-12/21

Fire Mutable Takes risks, explores new ideas

Capricorn
12/22-1/19

Earth Cardinal Dedicated and devoted

Aquarius
1/20-2/18

Air Fixed Future thinker, great teacher

Pisces
2/19-3/20

Water Mutable Creative & Imaginative

TROUBLESHOOT YOUR GROUP

Lots of Water Signs: Creative but not very practical
Fixed: Don't ask them to warm up to new routines or huge changes
Too many Air signs? You'll get lots of nervous energy!
Loads of Mutable creatures? Always discussing the impossible!
Too many Fire Signs: It gets hot and they tend to be too
independent and don't work well with others.

Ask Mona!

Q: I'm a little undecided about which of my boyfriends I should cast a spell on
first. I have 4 of them and all of which really need to fit in their place for what

increase your aptitude of
telepathy, clairvoyance etc.
Going back in time there
was a simple method that a
psychologist used called
the Zener cards to test
ones psychic ability, You
too, can test yourself as just
one of your exercise
programs into developing
the underlying gifts that
may have been putting off
for a while,

A Little Moment in
History:

In the early 1930s, a Swiss
psychologist named Zener,
a partner of Dr. Joseph
Banks Rhine (Rhine, Dr.
Joseph Banks (1896-1980)
Dr. Rhine originally planned
to enter the ministry, but
graduated in botany at the
University of Chicago. In
1922 he attended a lecture
on spiritualism by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle and became
interested in the subject, an
interest that was furthered
when he read The Survival
of Man, a book by Sir Oliver
Lodge on his supposed
communications with
deceased persons through
séances), designed a set of
cards bearing five symbols
which he felt were
sufficiently different from
one another that they would
be ideal for conducting
certain tests, among them
extrasensory perception
(ESP) tests. These symbols
are: circle, plus sign, wavy
lines, square, and star.

See how psychic you are!
>> Test Now!
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they could do for me. Is there any way to control each one of them so that I
could have them do what I want? I don't want to marry any of them so how
do I make the spell precise? I pretty much just want them to be my slaves.

A: "Wow"! Is my first response! I remember when most of my queries were
how could one even attract even"1" boyfriend - not to mention keeping one!
What a lushious babe you must be darling! On a serious note: Psychicaly I
don't really see all 4 of these "lucky" men yours for the claiming. So let's work
on just the two strong attractions here...There are many who claim to be able
to make a certain lover out of a "slave". 

What many practictioners may not tell you or even be aware of is that such a
spell also binds "YOU" to that person insomuch as you being a slave to your
cause of claiming them (the subject(s)).Such spells are considered of the
darker arts because this may go against ones will. (I do not believe in neither
black nor white) as it all is a matter of intent). I will let you know now that
spells to have a certain person enchanted by you definitely works but let's
say you no longer want this person in your life and you become "tired" of
your slave...would you then seek the spell "Vanquish my lover"? 

If a spell is done correctly it is very hard to break! I suggest you work firstly
with your womanly charms to get what you can from these suitors... Even to
perform a spell on yourself to make yourself irresistable can be dangerous as
you may totally attract someone that you do NOT even desire (hint). However
if you are compelled to make your boyfriends at your bekonning call you may
try a binding spell to keep all of your lovers but I warn you that what awaits
you is a LOT of work! I don't encourage anyone to play with spells, and
matters of the occult ets... However, I do encourage knowlege and your will to
choose. Choose wisely, give it time and it's my prediction that by the end of
year two of your candidates will have dropped out of the ring! Who knows,
they may not even be worth being your slaves! Good Luck!

Spell of the Month

Simple Job Spell

Needed:|
A lodestone, or a small but powerful magnet from a
hardware store.

Holding the stone or magnet, imagine vividly the kind of
job you want and the feelings you will have while working

there. Do no imagine names, the appearance of the workplace, or other
details which might limit your choices. Speak aloud the qualifications you
have for holding such a job, and ask aloud that you find it within a certain
number of days. Raise power and charge the stone by dancing or breathing.
The following day, have the stone or magnet with you as you make six job
contacts, and make precisely six contacts a day until you have the job you
desire.

You may also want to try any one of my charged spell kits for all
purposes!:

For Home Use
Tor Portable Use

Products for Everyones Taste!

Books
Clothes

In Spanish!
Jewelery
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01 Ash Wednesday
02 Mercury goes in
Retrograde until 3/25 
06 First Quarter Moon
14 Full Moon
17 St. Patricks Day
20 Vernal Equinox
20 Ostara
22 Third Quarter Moon
29 Full Moon

Quick Links...

Services

Supplies & Merchandise

Earn FREE READINGS!

Recommend this
Newsletter

Take Your Psychic Test

Back Issues of the
"Mystick Journey"
newskletter

Advertisers...

Harry Potter Alibris Store

Post your resume for
FREE!

If you're a new business,
selling goods or services
online - start off smart with
a Free Merchant Account!



Clothes
Herbs & Oils

Jewelery
Spell Kits

Shop for More...

The Spanish Corner
In the upcoming issues all newsletters will be also in Spanish! Translations
will be done by Ivette of Venzuela. She'll make her formal introduction in next
months issue. But in the mean time enjoy last months issue in Spanish! If
you're wondering the "Mystick Journey" newsletter will also be in other
languages by the end of this year too! Enjoy!

In Spanish...

What's Ahead!
Going back to the roots of Egypt and what secrets we can
use today...and more! More exhibits, and public readings
with proceeds going to charity. If don't have a charity in
mind to donate to, try one of those that I have listed -
click here>> "Giving and Receiving is not only good, but a
balance!"
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